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ABSTRACT: We computationally investigate the utility of molecular
junctions to probe chemical reactivity at the single-molecule limit. To
do so, we employ molecular dynamics (MD) coupled to quantum
transport simulations to investigate the classic Diels−Alder reaction
but in the context of nanoscale junctions where the reactants are
nanoconfined and the reactive pair is mechanically brought to
proximity. To capture reactive events, the MD employs the density
functional tight binding method to account for interatomic
interactions. To understand the thermodynamic driving forces behind
the reaction in this novel chemical environment, we reconstruct the
potential of mean force along the reaction coordinate and decompose
it into energetic and entropic contributions. The analysis demon-
strates that the process is entropically penalized, which makes the reaction barrier sensitive to changes in the temperature and
reactant rigidity. The simulations further show that in nanojunctions the degree of reactivity can be mechanically manipulated simply
by controlling the proximity of the electrodes. Surprisingly, for optimal electrode separations, the entropic and energetic cost in the
nanoconfined reaction coincides with that observed in bulk, establishing a clear connection between measurements performed in
these two vastly different reactive environments. Finally, we show how conductance measurements can be used to experimentally
monitor the process at the single-entity limit.

■ INTRODUCTION

Single-molecule junctions (SMJs) are formed when one
molecule bridges the gap between two metallic electrodes.
This setup serves as a platform to investigate fundamental
physics and chemistry at the single-molecule limit. Specifically,
in this chemical environment the molecular properties are
probed by applying external stimuli, such as bias voltages or
mechanical forces. This has led to detailed investigations of
charge,1−4 heat,5−7 and spin8,9 transport in molecules,
quantum interference effects,10−12 and the development of
multidimensional single-molecule spectroscopies.13−15 SMJs
have also been used to construct molecular devices including
switches,16,17 transistors,18−21 and diodes.22,23

An emergent frontier in this field is to investigate chemical
reactivity. Examples include molecular switches based on
photoinduced ring opening/closing reactions,24 the study of
nucleophilic addition,25 mechanically activated redox events,26

electrostatic catalysis of cycloadditions,27 photothermal re-
actions,28 and mechanically activated isomerizations of cyclo-
propane rings.13

The advantage of the SMJ setup is that it enables
investigating chemical events at the single reactive entity
limit. Nevertheless, these reactions occur in a nanoconfined
environment where reactants and products are tethered to
macroscopic electrodes. It is thus natural to ask: (i) What is
the relation, if any, between chemical reactivity in bulk and in a
nanojunction setting? (ii) How does the nanoconfinement

influence its thermodynamic cost? (iii) To what extent can the
mechanical manipulation be employed to control reactive
outcomes?
Here we computationally approach these questions by

investigating the Diels−Alder (DA) reaction in a Au−
molecule−Au junction setting where the reactants are
nanoconfined and the reactive pair is mechanically brought
to proximity (as schematically shown in Figure 1a). The DA
reaction, in which a diene and a dienophile form a cyclohexene
derivative through a cyclic transition state, have been used
extensively in chemical synthesis due to their robustness to
experimental conditions, low activation energy barriers, and
the variety of chemical motifs and substituents that can be
employed.29−33 It is therefore both an exemplifying and
practical choice for studies of reactivity at the single-entity
limit.
As discussed below, the activation energy and stability of the

products of the DA reaction can be tuned by mechanically
changing the separation distance between the electrodes, L.
Rather surprisingly, when the junction reaches a range of
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optimal distances between the electrodes, the process recovers
the same thermodynamic features of the bulk reaction where
reactants are not attached to electrodes.

■ METHODS

Diels−Alder Reaction. The challenge of simulating the
dynamics of a chemical reaction is that bond rupture and
forming events need to be described with quantum mechanics.
However, the computational cost of a full quantum dynamics
simulation is prohibitive for large systems and long times, such
as the ones considered here. By contrast, classical molecular
dynamics allows for computationally accessible simulations.
However, most classical force fields do not permit bond
rupture and forming processes. One alternative is to use
reactive force fields,34,35 but this kind of force field is limited to
describe very specific reactions and atom types.
To overcome this problem, we performed classical molecular

dynamics (MD) simulations using the density functional tight-
binding method with self-consistent charges (SCC-DFTB) to
compute the interatomic forces. The SCC-DFTB Hamiltonian
allows the description of quantum events at an accuracy similar
to that of density functional theory (DFT) methods but at a
lower computational cost due to its semiempirical nature. The
atomistic simulation environment (ASE)36 was used as the
MD driver, with DFTB+37 as the force calculator using the
auorg Slater−Koster parameters.38 The temperature (300 K
unless explicitly mentioned) was fixed by applying a Langevin
thermostat with a damping factor of 50 fs, and the equations of
motion were propagated using an integration time step of 1.0
fs. To incorporate the effects of the electrodes in the molecular
dynamics, we attached the reactants to a five-atom square-base

Au pyramid using amino anchor groups, as schematically
represented in Figure 1a. We choose deprotonated NH amines
rather than the NH2 linkers that coordinate to the Au through
their electron lone pair because the auorg parameters are
designed to describe covalent N−Au interactions. Experimen-
tally, this kind of anchor group has been shown to lead to
enhanced transport.39 The electrode−electrode distance, L,
was kept fixed during the simulations by attaching the tip-atom
of each electrode to stiff virtual springs. All other Au atoms
were allowed to move. The parameter L was then systemati-
cally changed to evaluate the effect of varying the distance
between electrodes due to the mechanical manipulation of the
junction.
The simulation strategy assumes that any applied voltage in

the junction setting is low enough such that it does not
influence the molecular dynamics of the reactive pair. The
possible use of electric fields to catalyze the DA reaction has
been investigated previously.27

At the single-molecule limit, chemical reactions are rare
events. A typical DA reaction with an activation free energy
(AE) of 12.66 kcal/mol would take around 270 μs to occur as
estimated using the Eyring equation40,41 for the reaction rate
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at T = 300 K. Therefore, molecular dynamics simulations will
not properly sample this process in computationally accessible
times of ps−μs. To efficiently sample molecular events during
the DA reaction, we used umbrella sampling42,43 along the
reaction coordinate. The umbrella sampling method adds
biasing harmonic potentials to the potential energy landscape

Figure 1. Relative potential of mean force (ΔPMF) and thermodynamic properties of the Diels−Alder (DA) reaction in a junction. (a)
Representation of the DA reaction between substituted ethylene and cyclopentadiene to form a molecular junction. The yellow triangles represent
gold electrodes; b1 and b2 indicates the position of the bonds being formed in the reaction, whose length is used to define the reaction coordinate
(RC). (b) ΔPMF for the DA reaction considering different separation lengths between electrodes, L. The crossed red line highlights the ΔPMF
with the lowest activation energy. 1, 2, and 3 signal the position of the corresponding stages of the reaction on the PMF profile. (c) Relative energy
of the DA product, corresponding to the optimized geometry of the system in the products region, as a function of L. (d) Activation energy of the
DA reaction as a function of L. Note that the thermodynamics of the DA reaction is highly sensitive to variations of L.
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of the process, favoring otherwise rare events in the MD. To
recover unbiased thermodynamic properties, we employed the
weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM),44 as imple-
mented in ref 45. As sketched in Figure 1a, the reaction
coordinate (RC) was chosen to be the average length of the
new bonds formed during the reaction. Collective variables
equivalent to this one have been used previously to describe
Diels−Alder reactions.46 The force constants k for the
umbrella windows were chosen to be between 50 and 650
kcal mol−1 Å−2. The largest values of k were placed around RC
= 2−2.5 Å (transition state region), while the lowest values
correspond to umbrella windows in the reactants and products
regions. This ensures that the high energy regions around the
transition state, which are less probable to access during the
molecular dynamics, can be properly sampled.
Transport Computations. The application of a bias

voltage to a molecular junction leads to charge transport from
one electrode to the other, using the molecule in between as
the transmission medium. The conductance (G) of the
molecular junction during the Diels−Alder reaction was
quantified through computation of the transmission coefficient
of the system, T(E). In the low bias limit and assuming
coherent transport, the transmission coefficient at the Fermi
energy of the electrodes is proportional to G,2 T(EF) = G/G0,
where G0 = 2e2/h is the quantum of conductance. To compute
the transmission coefficient, we used nonequilibrium Green’s
functions with an extended Hückel (EH) Hamiltonian, as in
ref 47. The EH Hamiltonian captures the essential electronic
structure of the system and allows the computation of the
conductance of thousands of molecular snapshots from the
molecular dynamics simulations, as required to get averages. In
our transport computations, the Fermi energy of the electrodes
is a simulation parameter chosen to be at −10.92 eV,
corresponding to the EH energy of the Au’s 6s orbital. This
value is expected to be close to the work function of the Au
surface in EH, and it is between the HOMO and LUMO of the
DA product. Similar values for the EH Fermi energy of gold
electrodes were required to match simulations to experimental
conductance histograms.4 Furthermore, while the density of
states of the electrodes was considered in the wide band limit
approximation, the gold atoms in the dynamics were used to
explicitly compute the electrode−molecule couplings.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1b shows changes in the potential of mean force
(ΔPMF) of the DA reaction for values of L ranging from 12.6
to 14.2 Å. The PMF corresponds to the Helmholtz free energy
(A) along the reaction coordinate (RC) and succinctly
summarizes the thermodynamics of the reaction. For L =
12.9 Å, ΔPMF was computed, choosing the Helmholtz free
energy of the product (RC = 1.65 Å) as the zero. To compare
the ΔPMF for different values of L, the geometry of the
products were optimized using the same level of electronic
structure as in the dynamics, and the zero of energy in the
PMF profiles was chosen accordingly, keeping the free energy
of the product for the case L = 12.9 Å as the zero reference. In
all cases, the products region is located around RC = 1.65 Å,
there is a wide transition state region in the RC = 2−2.5 Å
range, and the reactants region corresponds to RC > 2.5 Å.
In a molecular junction setup, the separation distance

between the electrodes can be mechanically manipulated,
allowing to tune the degree of reactivity of the system. This is
because the activation energy and stability of the products of
the DA reaction are highly sensitive to changes in L. Figure 1d
shows the activation energy (AE), computed from the PMFs,
of the DA reaction for several values of L. For L > 13.7 Å, the
AE rapidly increases with increasing L. When the electrodes
are brought closer to each other (L < 13.7 Å), the system
reaches a region where the activation energy is more favorable
for the reaction and approximately independent of L. In the
range explored, L ∼ 12.9 Å provides the lowest energy barrier.
As a consequence, the characteristic time of the reaction (the
inverse of the reaction rate, computed using the Eyring
equation) varies over 3 orders of magnitude by varying L just
1.3 Å, from 2.15 × 105 μs for the L = 14.2 Å case to 367 μs for
L = 12.9 Å! Similarly, Figure 1c shows the relative energy
(ΔUopt) of the optimized geometry of the products, which
corresponds to the shifted (as in Figure 1b) ΔPMF minimum
in the products region. Note that the range of L for which the
AE is most favorable (L < 13.7 Å) also corresponds to the
range where the products are most stable (lowest ΔUopt),
making it optimal for the DA reaction. For even shorter values
of L (<12.3 Å), the transition state sampled in the dynamics
does not correspond to the DA reaction.
The activation energy barrier of the DA reaction contains

contributions from changes in the internal energy and entropy
of the system, as it evolves from reactants to the transition
state. A natural question to ask is what is the exact contribution

Figure 2. Thermodynamic decomposition of the potential of mean force (PMF) of the Diels−Alder reaction in a junction for the case L = 12.9 Å.
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from each source? Figure 2 shows the PMF and its
thermodynamic decomposition, for the reaction with the
lowest activation energy. The contributions to the PMF were
obtained by computing binned average potential energies (U)
along RC, such that the temperature-modulated entropic
contributions (−TS) were available through simple sub-
traction, as detailed in ref 48. As shown, in the activation
energy barrier region (∼2 < RC < 5 Å) the energy penalty for
the reaction is lower (4.10 kcal/mol ≡ 31.9% of the AE) than
the entropy penalty (8.75 kcal/mol ≡ 68.1% of the AE). This
is expected for reactions with highly ordered transitions states,
in which the restrictions in the translation of atoms and
rotation of molecular fragments reduce the entropy of the
system. Values for the thermodynamic decomposition of the
AE for the DA reaction for different values of L are shown in
Table 1. In all cases, the entropic contribution to the AE is

around 68%, making this reaction entropically limited. In
addition, note the sudden increase in the internal energy
component at RC ∼ 1.8 Å, resulting from the repulsive
interactions when the reactants approach each other, is
compensated by a gain in entropy once the system transitions
to the products and leaves the highly ordered transition state.
This was corroborated with the molecular dynamics simu-
lations for which key snapshots can be seen in Figure 2. To
demonstrate that these results do not depend strongly on the
choice of anchor group, we repeated the computations for L =

12.9 Å using thiol anchor groups. The results in Figure S1
(Supporting Information) demonstrate that the PMF and its
thermodynamic decomposition remain essentially unaltered.
The results above show that the activation energy of the DA

reaction in the junction setup is mostly entropic in origin.
Therefore, any strategy directed to decrease the entropy gap
between the reactants and the transition state (for instance, by
using rigid anchor groups) or reduce the entropic contribution
to the PMF (lowering the temperature), is expected to reduce
this thermodynamic barrier.
How is this reaction affected by changes in the temperature

of the system? Figure 3 shows the PMF, its thermodynamic
decomposition, and the activation energy of the DA reaction in
the junction setup at different temperatures. As shown in
Figure 3a, lower temperatures result in PMF whose associated
activation energy is smaller. Table 2 shows the contributions

from the internal energy and entropy to the activation energy
of the DA reaction for these temperatures. The changes in the
internal energy (ΔU) of the system are mildly dependent on
the temperature, going from 3.01 kcal/mol for T = 100 K to
4.10 kcal/mol for T = 300 K. By contrast, the changes in
entropy are modulated by T and as shown in Figure 3b for
three selected cases, this leads to a clear change in the −TΔS
contribution to the PMF, especially in the reactants region
(RC > 2.5 Å). As a result, the entropic contribution to the
activation energy is lower for colder systems. Note that the
decrease of the activation energy when lowering the temper-
ature does not necessarily imply the increase of the reaction

Table 1. Thermodynamic Decomposition of the Activation
Energy, AE, for the DA Reaction in Junctions with Different
Separation Distance between Electrodes, L (Å)a

L AE ΔU −TΔS
12.3 13.00 4.38 8.62 (66.3%)
12.6 12.96 3.97 8.99 (69.4%)
12.9 12.85 4.10 8.75 (68.1%)
13.2 13.37 4.33 9.04 (67.6%)
13.5 13.23 3.76 9.47 (71.6%)
13.8 14.23 4.12 10.11 (71.0%)
14.2 16.66 5.85 10.81 (64.9%)

aThe values in parentheses are the percentage of the entropic
contribution to the AE. All energies are reported in kcal/mol.

Figure 3. Potential of mean force (PMF) and thermodynamic decomposition of the Diels−Alder (DA) reaction in a junction at different
temperatures. (a) PMF of the DA reaction to form a molecular junction at three representative temperatures, considering L = 12.9 Å. The inset
shows the activation energy as a function of the temperature. (b) Thermodynamic decomposition of the PMF for three representative
temperatures. Note that the activation energy decreases when lowering the temperature due to the decrease of the entropic contribution.

Table 2. Thermodynamic Decomposition of the Activation
Energy, AE, for the DA Reaction in the Junction with L =
12.9 Å, at Different Temperatures, T (K)a

T AE ΔU −TΔS
100 7.28 3.01 4.27 (58.6%)
150 8.37 3.38 4.99 (59.6%)
200 9.89 3.49 6.40 (64.7%)
250 11.37 3.84 7.53 (66.2%)
300 12.85 4.10 8.75 (68.1%)

aThe values in parentheses are the percentage contribution of the
entropy to the AE. All energies are reported in kcal/mol.
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rate. This is because lowering the temperature also reduces the
thermal energy of the system. However, low activation energy
barriers can be overcome by nonthermal sources such as the
mechanical manipulation of the junction.
How different is a DA reaction taking place in a junction

setup with respect to the equivalent free reaction where the
reactants are not attached to electrodes? To address this, we
performed MD simulations of the reaction in the absence of
electrodes and added hydrogens to the terminal atoms. In this
case, the only restriction to the dynamics was that of the
umbrella sampling to the RC. In our simulations, the lowest
activation energy for the DA reaction in the junction setup
(12.85 kcal/mol, for L = 12.9 Å) essentially coincides with that
of the free reaction (12.66 kcal/mol). In fact, as shown in
Figure 4, the PMF of the optimal junction (a junction with a
value of L in the region where the activation energy is the
lowest; for definitiveness, we use L = 12.9 Å) exhibits the same
features as the free reaction. Any variation of L that takes the

junction out of the optimal region imposes a constraint to the
process. This is contrary to what is observed in metal-catalyzed
reactions49−51 or confinement-enhanced processes,52−54 where
the confinement and/or the presence of the metallic surfaces
help driving forward the process.
In addition to spatial constraints, the electrodes can

introduce changes in the electronic structure of the reactants.
Here those effects were minimized by the short alkyl chains
that uncouple the reactive center from the electrodes. This is in
contrast to previous experiments in which the reactants have
been directly anchored to the electrodes.27

The junction setup where the reaction takes place not only
allows us to apply mechanical forces and bring the reactants
together in a controllable fashion but also makes it possible to
apply bias voltages on the system and measure the resulting
current to monitor the process. It has been shown previously
that the changes in the electronic structure of a molecular
junction due to changes in the molecular geometry can be

Figure 4. Potential of mean force (PMF) and thermodynamic decomposition of the Diels−Alder (DA) reaction in an optimal junction (L = 12.9
Å) and without electrodes (free reaction). (a) PMF of the DA reaction at 100 and 300 K. (b) Thermodynamic decomposition of the PMF at 300
K. Note that the optimal junction exhibits the same features as the free reaction.

Figure 5. Average transmission spectra and relevant transmission changes in representative stages of the Diels−Alder (DA) reaction in a molecular
junction. (a−d) Average transmission spectra for 8000 molecular structures in the region of products, transition state (TS1 and TS2) and reactants
of the DA reaction, respectively. (e) Average transmission coefficient at the Fermi energy of the electrodes for the relevant stages of the DA
reaction. Note that the formation of a molecular junction due to the DA reaction is signaled with an increase in the transmission coefficient.
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monitored by measuring the conductance.1,13 When the DA
reaction takes place in a junction, through-bond conduction
channels between the electrodes are created, and therefore, an
increase in the conductance is expected. In our molecular
dynamics simulations, the gold atoms are used to represent the
explicit part of the electrodes that is connected to the
molecular region.
Figure 5 shows the average transmission spectra, and the

corresponding average conductance, of the junction at different
stages of the DA reaction. Each average in this figure was
computed from 8000 molecular structures encountered in the
dynamics. Because the observed transition state region is
relatively wide in the RC coordinate, we chose two separated
points to represent it, TS1 and TS2, corresponding to RC =
2.5 and 2.0 Å, respectively. The reactants and products region
corresponds to structures whose RC = 1.5 and 5.4 Å,
respectively. The average transmission coefficient at the
Fermi energy of the electrodes (EF), which is proportional to
the conductance in the low bias limit, is shown in Figure 5e. As
can be seen, the conductance of the system increases ∼2.5
orders of magnitude when the reaction occurs. To demonstrate
that these results are independent of the anchor group, we
repeated the computations with thiol linkers (see Figure S2,
Supporting Information), obtaining similar results. Thus, in
experiments, successful reactions are expected to result in
sudden increases of the conductance.
To understand the contributions of individual molecular

orbitals to the average transmission spectra (Figure 5), Figure
6 shows the transmission spectrum of the product 3 at L = 12.9
Å and the molecular orbitals associated with highlighted peaks
1−3. The highly transmissive peak 1 due to the HOMO
dominates the transmission of the junction at EF. The LUMO
+n low transmission peaks 2 are associated with highly
localized orbitals on the CN groups that do not couple
effectively to the electrodes. The peak at 3 that exhibits high
transmission is due to an unoccupied molecular orbital with
significant coupling to the electrodes.

■ CONCLUSIONS

Our simulations show that the degree of reactivity of the DA
reaction can be mechanically controlled in a junction setup.

The mechanical control of the reactivity arises because the
activation energy and stability of the products of the DA
reaction in the Au−molecule−Au junction are highly sensitive
to changes in the separation distance between the electrodes,
L. This is a parameter that can be controlled in experiments in
which a tip is mechanically brought closer to a surface, as in
AFM or STM-like experiments.
Furthermore, by computing the internal energy and entropic

contributions to the PMF, we found that the activation energy
of the DA reaction is mostly entropic. This prevents this kind
of association reaction to occur efficiently at the single-entity
limit. However, our results show that the activation energy
decreases at low temperatures, opening the possibility of using
nonthermal sources such as mechanical manipulation to trigger
the reactive effect. Nevertheless, high temperatures still result
in higher reaction rates for the thermally activated process.
Surprisingly, when the separation distance between the

electrodes is optimal, the thermodynamics of the DA reaction
in the junction setup essentially coincides with the
thermodynamics of the free reaction. This implies that under
appropriate conditions, the observations made in a controllable
junction setup can be extrapolated to the reaction in the
absence of electrodes and vice versa.
Importantly, through charge transport computations of the

thermally accessible structures along the reaction, we
exemplified how the junction setup can be used to monitor
the occurrence of the reaction by measuring the conductance
of the system. Specifically, because successful reactions lead to
the formation of molecular junctions, these events can be
identified as sudden increases in the current, allowing on-the-
fly monitoring of the process.
Last, although in regular DA reactions the system can reach

different transition states that lead to different conformations,
in all our simulations the obtained product always corresponds
to the same stereoisomer. This is because by attaching the
reactants to the electrodes from specific positions, the
transition state is forced to adopt a specific configuration.
This suggests that the junction setup can potentially lead to
mechanical control of the stereoselectivity of the DA reaction.

Figure 6. (a) Transmission spectrum of the optimized product 3. (b) Molecular orbitals associated with the highlighted transmission peaks. 1 is the
HOMO and 2 and 3 are LUMO+n orbitals.
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